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A TRANSCENDENTAL FISSURE
IN THE IMMANENT FABRIC OF THINGS
Once upon a time I spent three months walking about a small part
of a foreign city. I took variations on daily routes, until the tricky
maze of Grazia became familiar. I trod these streets to get out of the
studio, where I was meant to be making art. It was only in retrospect
that this structure rectified as a project – bringing the art from
inside the studio to the streets outside, and bringing the streets
in the art.
The artists I have invited to this project have different backgrounds:
some work in the street already, others are usually in a gallery.They
have generously taken up the challenge I set them, and their works
are starting points for ways of using the city, taking the nascent chaos and patterns of buildings, people, time and ideas in the grid, and
adding rules, a way through, a line with which to walk with.
The works are in the form of instructions that you work with. Take
care, as you are at your own risk! Our process of creation will be
happily extended if you do the work and document it, sending us a
link through the website below.
Bruce Mowson 2012
Featuring: Ashley Woodward, Briony Barr, Bruce Mowson, Ceri
Hann, Elliot Howard, Eamon Sprod, Michael Graeve and Mark
Booth, Plastique Fantastique.
Produced by Bruce Mowson, with great thanks to Lynn Thomson, Wolfgang and Ben Mowson, Pip Vietz, Candy Mitchell, Mim
Patience, Maria Coumi, Natalie James, Gladys Ng, Sophie Reid and
David Young. This project was initiated with funding from the City
of Melbourne.
http://a-transcendental-fissure-in-the-immanent-fabric-of things.com
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AW 1
A Transcendental Fissure in the Immanent Fabric
of Things
How are our fields of experience organised, and how can art
intervene to problematise and pose questions about how our
senses organise the world? What organises the world as an apparent given, and from whence does the art of creation – the
minimal troubling and movement necessary to awaken an urge
to create something new – arise? IMMANENCE and TRANSCENDENCE, two old and polyvalent concepts, are selected
from the history of philosophy to pose these questions.
Transcendence: 1. In medieval scholastic philosophy, the transcendentals are those things which transcend the boundaries
between the categories into which most things can be divided.
E.g. one, good, true, and self-identical. They are associated with
Being as such, and with Plato’s Forms, and in this sense they
are transcendent, or “beyond,” the here-and-now (immanent)
world; 2. In Kant, there is a distinction between the transcendent and the transcendental. For him (and others after him),
the transcendental refers to the universal and necessary
conditions for the possibility of things. Transcendental conditions can be discovered through deductive reasoning; looking
at phenomena in the world and determining what necessary
conditions must underlie such phenomena; 3. In a very general
sense, that which transcends is that which “goes beyond.” The
two senses above are different ways of “going beyond” the
appearances of everyday reality.
Immanence: 1. The opposite of transcendent (but not of
transcendental in the sense of 2. above). The world of hereand-now reality. For Nietzsche and many philosophers after
him, modern philosophy should get rid of reference to the
transcendent because it refers to the “supernatural” world we
have no reason to believe in any more (and because such
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AW 2
A Transcendental Fissure in the Immanent Fabric
of Things (continued)
beliefs actually devalue life here and now by insisting there is a
better world elsewhere … ); 2. The ordinary, everyday world.
Together, these concepts form an unstable frame of reference,
a magnetic field in which oppositely charged poles oscillate,
turning again and again, effectuating a prohibition against settling on any fixed answers to the above questions.
What is a TRANSCENDENTAL FISSURE? If transcendental
is taken in the sense of 1 above (i.e. transcendent) then the
meaning would be something like the supernatural intervening in the natural state of things (a miracle!). But in sense 2, it
could mean that the conditions for things become apparent. In
the fabric of everyday life, the conditions which make that life
possible are often hidden, so pointing out those conditions has
a critical effect. Art often does this – for example, by pointing
out how we are unconsciously manipulated by advertising, or
just by drawing attention to the things which usually lie in the
background of our ordinary, everyday experience … As an artistic project, the aesthetic qualities of a site, event, or happening might well be “transcendent” of the immanent “material”
insofar as it is not immediately apparent in the material itself.
Transcendental as condition, or as category-transcendence?
Let’s send the Schoolmen scurrying, through swathes of time,
to look up their books and tables of rigorous distinctions, to
see what the Philosopher (or the Commentator, or Doctor
irrefragibilis, or Doctor mirabilis, or Doctor fundatissimus, or
Doctor subtilis, etc.) has to say about that sonorous hell-beast,
that void, that silent racket haunting their dreams and halting
their sleep (a racket that wakes the dead, which pierces every
ungodly hour). Whatever happened to our kindly familiar friend
the diablo in musica?
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A Transcendental Fissure in the Immanent Fabric
of Things (continued)
Even if we subscribe to a global immanent ontology, as many
today insist we must, we can still invoke the immanent/transcendent distinction locally: ‘It goes beyond.’ Sensation is transcendental as condition, and transcendent as going beyond the
here-and-now. The condition for what? Opening a transcendent
space, listening, as the condition for hearing; touch, as the condition for feeling; looking, as the condition for seeing. Sensuous
matter is part of the immanent fabric of things, but to sense it,
we must create a transcendental opening: a transcendental going-beyond which is also a transcendental condition. Bare, floating attention: consciousness is an immanent field, but is always
transcending itself. This transcendence is Time, the medium in
which sensation moves as much as sound moves in air.
The TRANSCENDENTAL FISSURE is the ever-present possibility of the new, in the immanent fabric of things – the “conditions of possibility” of the new are in the things themselves
as they are, they are not added from outside – but to access
them, we need to listen, to feel, to see, a transcendence in immanence, a fissure in the fabric of things.
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Hopscotch on Swanston Street
To play, bring a stone or such to throw.
Footpaths
When we are walking about in the city, footpaths are something we often do not notice. They are an essential feature of a
developed city and a good indicator of ‘civic pride’. In colonial
days, the paths established for ‘foot-passengers’ were paved
before
carriageways were surfaced.
Swanston Street
Swanston Street’s footpaths were originally much narrower but were widened in 1992 and paved with bluestone.
Melbourne is well known for its use of bluestone to create
kerbs, footpaths and buildings and in the 1830s and 40s there
were many quarries in the inner city area. This was due to
the discovery of a rich, basalt layer, extending from under the
west of the city all the way to the South Australian border.
The Swanston Street paving stones are laid in a pattern called
running bond. This is a style commonly used in both brick and
stone work and is the simplest repeating pattern to use if you
are building something with just one layer of units. The form
of running bond is also very similar to that of a hopscotch
course.
Hopscotch
It is claimed that the original hopscotch was developed in
Britain during the Roman Empire, designed as a military exercise for foot soldiers who undertook the course dressed in
full armour. The jumping pattern is similar to the arrangement
of tyres that we see used in training courses today. Unlike
contemporary versions, the original hopscotch courses were
over 100 ft long (30.48m), presumably to give the foot soldiers
a really good work-out. The form was copied and changed into
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Hopscotch on Swanston Street (continued)
a game, which has spread all over the world and is called by
many names. If you are in France, you play a spiral version
called ‘Escargot’, when in Vietnam you play ‘Pico’ or in the
Netherlands ‘Hinkelbaan’, to name just a few examples. The
English term hopscotch comes from ‘hop’ (to jump) and the
old French verb ‘escocher’, to cut or to scratch.
Rules:
Basic VersionHop on the first rectangle with one foot and hop so that each
foot lands side by side in the next two adjacent rectangles.
Repeat until the last rectangle. Exit hopscotch and keep walking or turn around and continue in reverse direction. Repeat
as desired.
Advanced VersionChoose a stone and throw it so that it lands within the first
rectangle. Hop over this rectangle and land with two feet in
the next two adjacent rectangles. Complete the course in one
direction until you get to the last rectangle. Then, turn around
and hop the course in the reverse direction, stopping to pick
up your counter on the way back. After retrieving the stone,
hop onto the rectangle that it was in.You have now completed
one full turn. To continue, throw the stone so that it lands on
the second rectangle. Complete the course, avoiding hopping
into the rectangle with the stone. On the way back, retrieve
the stone while standing one foot. Repeat process for all
rectangles.
A Transcendental Fissure
Multiple hopscotch courses have been articulated with tape in
the footpath paving of Swanston Walk. This is so a number of
people can, momentarily and without prior planning, play together as they pass by on their individual trajectories through
the city.
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Blind Walks
All walks require you to close your eyes, so you’ll need an
accompanying friend to be responsible for warning you of
hurtful collisions.
Blind Walk 4
Starting from the City Square, walk north on Swanston, turning
right at Little Collins, Russell and Collins, returning to your
starting point.
Blind Walk 5
Starting to the east of the City Square fountain wall, walk
between the gravel and pools on the east side of the square,
following the grating with your feet. Turn right at Little Flinders
and follow the handrail, then continue across Swanston, along
to Manchester Lane. Turn right into Manchester and go north.
Turn right at Collins and return to your starting point.
Blind Walk 7
From the City Square, move north along Swanston and turn
left at Little Collins. Walk west to Howey Place. Follow the
inset red diamonds of Howey Place through to the Manchester
Unity Arcade. Take the south passage out onto Collins Street.
Return to the starting point.
BM Walk 8
Starting from the City Square, walk south along Swanston
Street until you see the mound with three palm trees in
Alexandra
Gardens, opposite the National Gallery. Go up the mound.
NB: If you’re going to continue on to the Lost Object Quest
(Queen Victoria Gardens), bring a bottled drink.
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Lost Object Quest
All walks require you to close your eyes, so you’ll need an
accompanying friend to be responsible for warning you of
hurtful collisions.
Lost Object Quest 4 (Queen Victoria Gardens)
Take a bottle of drink to the Queen Victoria Gardens, opposite
the National Gallery of Victoria.
Go to the mound with three palm trees and put your drink
down on top.
Walk north to the bust of Hercules.
Close your eyes and walk find your bottle.
Lost Object Quest 1 (City Square)
Rule: Keep gravel under your feet at all times. Walk at a speed
that won’t cause injuries if you hit objects in the space.
Bring a bottle of drink to the edge of the Melbourne City
Square.
Close your eyes.
Walk into the middle of square, about 15 steps.
Put down the drink.
Turn and walk to an edge of the Square.
When you get to the edge, turn around and find your bottle.
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CH 1
8 to the power of 2
The eight fold path multiplied by itself?
A game to trace the infinite permutations that arise from the
power of 2.
Words maybe considered pieces arranged in a conversational
‘DNA’.
Two bodies, two truths, consciously resolved into non-duality
as lived experience.
‘8 to the power of 2’ is comprised of a set of rules to a simple
game that provides a framework for knowledge exchange/synthesis between two players.
The location is the pavement chess board on Swanston street
at the corner of little Collins street but can be played on any
surface tessellated with squares.
Instructions
Flip a coin to allocate light and dark
Choose a square far enough away that you can’t quite reach to
shake hands
Light chooses a debatable topic
Dark makes the first three line statement while moving the
L-shape of a knight
The conversation proceeds until either player concedes by
shaking hands in agreement
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Horse Whispering of the Dialectic Mind
An alternate game for one person that is based on the ‘knights
tour’, mapping a 64 step path across the board using only the
move of a knight and not landing on the same square twice.
This can be used as a meditation much like walking a labyrinth.
Ponder a dilemma and pace out the sequence displayed below.
Each move will oscillate you between light and dark…. either
resolve of refine your dilemma in 64 moves of the knight!
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I’m Sonald Dutherland
The following is the rather rough and ready transcription of an overheard conversation between Alexandr Bennett and Sonald Dutherland. I make no apologies for eavesdropping as they were talking in
a semi-public space (a basement coffee shop in the CBD) and doing
so in rather loud voices. At one point one of them winked at me and
at another point they repeated a quite alarming phrase, could I have
misinterpreted this gesture? I think not.
Elliot Howard
November 2011
Sonald Dutherland But, Alexandr, you say that you cannot point
to a space because to do so is to not point at all the others and they’re
good too, then why take a breath?… Alexandr Bennett Sonald,
you are a pain in the arse, you really are. I’m trying so desperately hard
to share something with you here and as usual the grains are falling
desperately through my tightening fingers. Just relax and enjoy the
froth. SD What froth? Exhaust froth? So are you going to explain why
you did it? AB Did what? Maybe I will if you can explain that mess
with micros and capillaries and instruments and apparatuses. SD So
how long have you got… AB About half an hour, you? SD The same,
maybe less. If I show you mine can you show me yours? You know, can
you tell me how you did it? AB Well go on then... And if time allows.
SD I wanted to test something. AB And. SD I wanted to do it in a
good way. AB And. SD Time was running out. AB And? And time
IS running out... So what about the capillaries, come on… what about
the apparatus and all that stuff. How on earth do you test it? SD Well
I guess you can pick a way, and it doesn’t matter where it is, it’s like a
layer or between layers. You know, like the holes between the fibres of
the sponge-y-form hanging just above the dampness. And no one asks
and there’s no one telling the water what to do, but it still does it. It
goes up. It doesn’t want to go up but it does. And it’s going against the
force, but it just does. AB So I’m a sponge, am I? And you’re the water,
who’s the force then? SD No one’s the force, none of us are, that’s the
point. No one is. It’s just drawing. AB It’s a drawing. SD No. It’s not a
drawing it is drawing. AB Drawing what. SD The water and all that
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I’m Sonald Dutherland (continued)
other stuff. AB What other stuff? SD This (pointing to the free magazine) and that (pointing to the table) and that .(pointing to me) and that
(pointing to the boy behind the counter with the big blue eyes) and
that (pointing to the spiders web covered in dust that should have been
cleaned up long ago) and that (pointing to the tarmac that was so hot
in the midday summer sun that it was just starting to melt and go all
tacky) and to that (the oldy-worldy-greeny-trammy). AB All that? SD
And that other stuff too. The stuff you had in your suitcase the other
day. AB The devices? SD Yes, the devices and the other stuff. AB Oh.
SD Yes, oh. AB You mean it draws against THAT. SD Yes. AB And
against other forces too? SD I don’t know, maybe. AB How does it
draw? SD I don’t know, maybe like a filter, like a capillary-filtery-thingy.
AB So you can be quite specific then (this is the bit when AB winks at
me). SD You know Alex, when you point at it it winks at you, you go to
wink back and your eye closes and then it’s gone, you know this stuff, I
know you do. AB Yeh, yeh. I know because every time I come here, it
goes from me to it. SD See, I knew you knew. That’s us two, who else?
AB But what about this testing. If you test do others know too? SD
Shssshhh. That’s not what I said. I just said that you should do some
testing… Shssshhh. That’s not what I said. I just said that you should
do some testing (this is the bit where SD repeats what he’s said, I think
he thought I didn’t hear the first time because I bent down to pick up
my pencil, but I did hear and was JUST picking up my pencil). AB With
you? SD With whomever. Just remember, don’t point. You know if you
point it all goes wrong, that’s why you made it that way, isn’t it? AB I
didn’t make it as such. All the parts were already in the suitcase. I just
brought the suitcase to you so that you could see how it was working.
At that time and in that place. And you know that the suitcase was
heavy and was doing its thing. SD Yes, doing its thing. That’s when you
have to put the dye in and get out the rest of the apparatus to have
a really good look. AB Look? SD No, you know what I mean, you
don’t look, you stick the dtye in and it happens. AB Yeah, and then you
LOOK. SD Yeh, it happens in the look all right. AB And then that’s
why the suitcase had to close. SD Right then? AB Yes, then it was
over. The test had been and then was FINISHED.
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21st Century Muzak
Download the MP3 file the from project website.
This as a suggested route, please feel free to follow any divergence or distraction. Take your time; Wander, Look and Listen.
► Leave City Square heading down Swanston Street to
Flinders Lane ► Right Down Flinders Lane ► Right up Manchester Lane ► Cross Collins Street ► Head right and take
a left through arcade just before you get to Swanston Street
with shoe shop on the corner ► continue out via Howey
Place to Little Collins ► Right at Little Collins ► cross Swanston Street ► Head left and turn right up stairs between diamond Shop and café ► Go Straight ► Turn left at T junction
(Royal Lane) ► cross Bourke Street ► Head through Target
Centre ► Cross Little Bourke and continue up Tattersalls lane
► Right at Lonsdale ► Right down Heffernan Lane ► Left
at Little Bourke ► Cross Russell Street ► Right down Brien
Lane ► Right at Bourke ► Cross to Greater Union side of
Russell ► Head South past Greater Union ► Right at Little
Collins ► Left down Bourke to City Square ►
.
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21st Century Muzak (continued)
...walking is already the journey...
The increase of people actively shutting down one of their
senses through the use of an audio blindfold (an mp3 player
and a pair of headphones) has struck me as a curious development. 21st Century Muzak piped directly into your brain.
Music as audio sedative.
“my life doesn’t need a soundtrack.” Jeph Jerman
We already exist within our own individual soundtrack. Composed
by our own movements and perception. What we pay attention to and what we don’t. Those sounds that are forced
upon us and those we seek out. I have arranged this piece to
act as both a way to set you at one step removed from your
surrounds, while at the same time attempting to draw your
attention to them. Wander, look and listen. More important
than what you hear while listening to this artificial soundtrack
will be what you hear when you take the headphones off.
The attempt to claim walking as a subversive act has become
yet another hollow cliché. Another romantic notion failed.
However, how we should occupy and exist within our own
constructed spaces is still up for debate. Who creates the
environments we live within, and to what end?? Is it really possible to alter our surrounds simply through altering the way
we inhabit, observe and imagine them?
...a journey is already an action...

ES 2

MG + MB 1
At, or near, eye-level.
Commence at the corner of Little Collins Street and Westwood Place (between Exhibition St and Spring St), Melbourne,
Australia.
Proceed along Westwood Place.
Turn right at Bourke Street and proceed.
Turn right at McIlwraith Place and proceed.
Turn right at Little Collins Street and proceed.
Repeat as desired, forwards or backwards.
Round edges, square edges, soft edges, hard edges.
Surfaces modifying meetings between colour.
Colour modifying meetings between surfaces.
The nature of edges.
The meeting of colours.
The manifestation of the relationship between colour and
surface.
Vertical edges as a result of ownership or choice.
Vertical edges as a result of desire.
Horizontal intersections suggestive of layering, or of one
aspect being on top of another, and of another aspect being
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MG + MB 2
At, or near, eye-level. (continued)
below another.
If three colours meet, then a vertical and horizontal intersection is likely to have occurred - rare is the diagonal or other
oblique angle. When concentrating on relationships, their
protagonists are easily forgotten.
When concentrating on protagonists, their relationship is easily forgotten.
The juxtaposition of figure and ground, field-of-vision and periphery, front and back, front and sides, close and far, advancing
and receding, warm and cool, surface and space.
The camera sees it differently to the eye.
New and old, fresh and worn. Clean and dirty, far and close,
soft and hard.
Metal, brick, stone, paint, wood.
Matteness and reflectance.
The space between two things, of course being a thing in itself.
The same colour modulated via different light. The same light
modulated via different colour.
Apertures. Openings. Closings. Doors and windows and walls.
An exercize in the interruption of surfaces, the negotiation of
that intersection.
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MG + MB 3
ABOVE
Begin at the brick wall where Little Collins Street and McIlwraith Place
meet. Now look upwards to the sky ABOVE where you are standing.
While continuing to look at the sky directly ABOVE, walk on Little Collins Street towards the intersection of Westwood Place. There are some
lovely trees on Little Collins Street. You can see the sky through the
interruptions of their branches and leaves. Turn right onto Westwood
Place while continuing to look at the sky directly ABOVE. Continue
looking at the sky ABOVE the street as you slowly walk down Westwood Place, through the narrowing of the street into a walking passage,
and out onto Bourke Street. Turn right onto Bourke Street while
continuing to look at the sky directly ABOVE. The sky ABOVE is seen
through branches and leaves or through the large gap over the center
of the street. As you are looking up at the sky ABOVE, squint your eyes
so that everything is dimmed but the brightness of the sky. Continue to
walk until you reach McIlwraith Place. Turn right. While continuing to
look at the sky directly ABOVE you walk down Mcllwraith Place. As you
pass through the parking garage the sky is obscured. Your imagination
however, is powerful. More powerful than the parking garage. You see
the sky without the garage blocking your view. It is a little dark under
here so you might see some stars. While looking at the sky directly
ABOVE continue to the intersection of Mcllwraith Place and Little
Collins where you will return to the S’s and the brick wall on Little
Collins Street. While on this walk, don’t be afraid of falling into the sky.
If your neck begins to ache while looking at the sky you may lie directly
on the ground or employ a method of transport. You should be relaxed,
despite any potential danger from pedestrians, bikes, motorcycles, cars,
trash trucks, delivery trucks, recycling trucks, and so on while looking
at the sky ABOVE. You may lie on the roof of a car, or on the deck of a
skateboard, on a shopping cart with a plank laid over it, a hospital gurney
carried by two people, two wheelchairs with a ladder lain between, carried in the arms of a person larger than yourself, or carried in the arms
of a person smaller than yourself, or you may be guided by a friend. Or
perhaps you and your friend will take turns looking at the sky ABOVE.
Feel free at any time to lie on the sidewalk and rest. Since you are now
connected to the sky ABOVE Westwood Place, Little Collins Street,
Mcllwraith Place, and Bourke Street, you may be surprised to find that
the sky may follow you home.
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PF 1
Shrine-Down-Under: Virtual Summoning of theThing-from-the-Void (Fox-Owl demon):
Six Protocols
[Materials required: fox-owl poster, charcoal or chalk, glitter
(black, if possible)]
1. Selection: Finding the place
Subject walks, empties mind, surveys the scene, selects a place,
stops, pins or pastes up the fox-owl poster and says:
All places are trans-positional insofar as each place is equidistant from the void.
2. Possession: Taking the object
Subject crouches/sits, looks around, takes an object that ‘stands
out’, holds it in their left hand and says:
All things are of the void insofar as each thing is also a not-I.
3. Territorialisation: Drawing the circle
Subject draws a circle-spiral with chalk or charcoal around
himself or herself, all the while saying:
With this diagram I at once demarcate and perform a different
form of thought in which I and this thing I hold change place.
4. Landscapification: Building a world
Subject sprinkles glitter within the circle, saying:
I-thing incarnates a world in the place where hitherto there
was a no-world.
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Shrine-Down-Under (continued)
5. Facialisation: Summoning from the void
Subject draws a face in the glitter with finger and says:
I-thing summon here, from within this drawn torus, a fox-owl
golem from the void. A figure that we know but do not know.
A non-figure from a non-place; a non-man with a non-face.
6. Obliteration and Repetition
Subject sweeps glitter, rubs out circle.
Subject repeats the above 6 protocols three times.
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